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Baltic Yachts is well known for its Beautiful carBon 
performance cruisers, But this sleek familY Yacht hides  
a secret: a nature-inspired interior designed BY adam laY
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Combining art with design is something 
that doesn’t come naturally to everyone. For UK-
based designer Adam Lay, it is a central part of his creative 

philosophy. ‘I studied industrial design at Coventry,’ he 

tells me as we sit in his studio in a rural part of southern 

England. ‘I was an artist at school, but was guided toward 

design as it is hard to make a living as an artist.’

Even here it was clear that Lay would take a different 

approach to design. ‘Everyone on the course was involved 

with car projects,’ he explains. ‘There was an opportunity to 

do a yacht, and I like to do things that are different to what 

everyone else is doing.’ Inspired by the various considerations 

required – from practicality to the demands of owner, crew 

and engineering – he pursued the yacht design line. Those 

central tenets, however – of doing something different, and 

of combining art with design – remain very much at the core 

of Lay’s output. For a clear example of this philosophy in 

action, look no further than Inukshuk, the Baltic 107 that 

emerged from Baltic Yachts’ yard this summer.

With hull lines and exterior styling from renowned 

designer Germán Frers, it came down to Lay to produce an 

interior. But this was no ordinary brief, and right from the 

start it was obviously going to be a special but challenging 

project. ‘I signed the contract in August 2011,’ Lay says, ‘on 

the basis of an introduction and an assessment via phone 

and my mission statement.’ That mission statement was 

clear: essentially emphasising that Lay has no house style, 

and no two of his interiors are the same. It wasn’t until 

early 2012, however, that Lay met the owner and the theme 

of Inukshuk’s interior began to be discussed.

‘The pressure was on,’ Lay smiles. ‘I’d already been signed 

up, and had to get it right. I turned up with nothing more 

than a bag of samples which I laid out on the table. The 

client disappeared and came back with an armful of 

magazines, at which point I thought I’d lost it. He flicked 

through the magazines, said he didn’t like anything he saw, 

and turned his attention to the samples on the table: timbers, 

bleached and limed; rustic stone with rough surfaces – not 

your usual pristine stuff but something more natural, less 

shiny-shiny. Then he went way beyond and showed photos 

of his houses and an outstanding natural landscape that is 

very close to his heart.’ It was the stark beauty of this location 

that would form the basis for the design language on 

Inukshuk. ‘He sent an email afterwards saying the brief was 

nature, with no glamour, although interpreted as kicked 

back high-end as it is a superyacht, of course!’

inukshuk

‘The owner turned his attention to the samples on the table: 
timbers, bleached and limed; rustic stone with rough surfaces – 
not your usual pristine stuff but more natural, less shiny-shiny’ 
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The first phase was to develop the background finishes: 

brushed, limed oak, with brushed silver-painted oak for 

the bulkheads and a slightly darker variant for the floor 

incorporating a varnish that looked like a wax finish. 

Baltic’s joinery department took up the challenge and 

produced samples. ‘They did it,’ enthuses Lay, ‘and it’s a 

massive string to their bow.’ At the same time, Lay was 

looking at fabrics, spending time at Chelsea Harbour’s 

design centre looking for bulkhead fabrics to blend in 

with the timber. He found promising samples from textile 

make Lelievre, which used Trevira fabric, so it was 

naturally fire retardant. ‘The owner wanted bright fabrics 

to offset the neutral backdrop,’ Lay says, ‘and his brief was 

for an interior that could be easily undressed for resale 

but that would give an eclectic feel with special Ottomans, 

a custom dining table, artwork and some Inouit cues that 

were subtle but which would always be a part of it.’

When it came to the special pieces such as the dining 

table, Lay turned to local UK company Parkway Interiors.  

‘I hadn’t worked with them before but knew the owner, 

Trevor Bradley, and had seen what he had done for other 

designers. They were great to work with.’

Getting the balance right on the interior would prove 

critical. Descending the five companionway steps from the 

guest cockpit, the upper saloon area beckons with a dining 

area to starboard and comfortable seating area to port. While 

the low-profile wraparound windows in the sleek 

superstructure flood the area with natural light, a confusion 

of colours and finishes would overwhelm the space. 

Likewise, as you move forward and down another level, the 

open lower snug area to starboard and sofa and desk to port 

could be overpowered with materials too dark or imposing 

in their design. Such a confusion has been avoided, and it is 

the custom furniture and subtle colour hints that help create 

the cohesive, natural feel of the interior as a whole.

The dining table took inspiration from a tree trunk 

Inukshuk’s brightly 
coloured fabrics contrast 
well with the background 
tones of brushed, limed  
oak or silver painted oak. 
Nature is always to the fore 
in the interior, not least with 
the dining table (left), where 
clever design creates the 
illusion of narrow tree 
trunks penetrating the 
table’s surface

‘The owner sent an email 
saying the brief was nature, 
with no glamour, although 
interpreted as kicked back 

high-end as it is a superyacht, 
of course!’

inukshuk
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painting, and creates a clever illusion where a series of 

narrow trunks appear to penetrate the table top and 

support it. Of course, the design was more involved, due to 

the table’s location. ‘The table had to be strong so it could 

be used as a handhold while sailing, or to withstand the 

impact of someone falling against it,’ says Lay. The answer 

was to create the log-effect legs out of foam wrapped in 

glass fibre with a strong aluminium frame core. ‘The trunks 

themselves are false,’ Lay explains, ‘but the sections where 

the legs “penetrate” the table top are solid timber.’ Each 

trunk has been placed to line up perfectly with the timber 

cross-section laid into the table top, and the whole piece 

was stained quite dark, as Lay describes, ‘to look like it’s 

been pulled from the bottom of a lake’.

On the opposite side of the main saloon, three large 

granite boulders appear to defy the weight limits 

characterising most sailyacht builds, offering a comfortable 

rest for trays of drinks or somewhere to put your feet up. 

Once again, the illusion is fine, and once again it was Lay’s 

own artistic talents that led to their creation. ‘I did a quick 

sketch right at the beginning,’ Lay explains, ‘as I couldn’t 

see how standard coffee tables would fit in that 

environment. I suggested boulders. I didn’t want them too 

Disney, too whimsical or to look like a design item that was 

more perfect than the real thing. The solution was simple: 

I went to Parkway Interiors, and they gave me a sharp 

knife and an electric sander. I spent a morning shaping 

them out of high density foam, and didn’t know when  

I started what they were going to look like. I whittled away 

until they were right. I used to do a lot of work in clay at 

school so it obviously paid off!’ Parkway fared the pieces, 

GRPed them and finished with spray paints to make them 

look like granite. The effect is startling, and highly realistic.

Such innovation and attention to detail is evident in 

other pieces throughout the interior. Hannah Woodhouse 

was brought in to do the lights and, eventually, the 

distinctive bedheads in the cabins. ‘I met her through 

Turnstyle Designs which supplied the custom interior 

hardware,’ says Lay, ‘and everything she does is bespoke in 

terms of patina. We were pernickety precise about making 

sure all the colours tied in. It was quite challenging but she 

developed special pieces like the Inukshuk lamps in the 

saloon, the niche lamps and others. They have switches  in 

a matching style which are separate from the cast bronze 

and cast aluminium table lamps themselves, as she felt 

otherwise a switch on the fitting would ruin the form.’

For the bedheads in the guest cabins, the owner’s brief 

was for them to become pieces of art in themselves. ‘He said 

Interpreted by Adam Lay, 
the owner’s tastes for the 
interior centred around 
raw, stripped-back nature, 
with a rougher finish: 
bleached, limed wood and 
rough-hewn stone... The 
natural feel is carried 
through to the details 
such as the custom lamps, 
table and fittings

This is a superb cruising yacht 
with outstanding sailing 

capability, combined with an 
esoteric and personal interior
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early on he wanted lichen growing on them to give a natural 

feel,’ says Lay. At first, the team tried trompe l’oeil pieces, but 

it became clear Woodhouse would be able to create 

something far more interesting. After researching the lichen 

colours of the area that was providing inspiration – bright 

green, orange, yellow and ochre – Lay researched native 

plant species and Woodhouse then used the fruits and 

berries to create pigments that were used to add the colours 

– one for each cabin, with fabrics to match. The result is not 

only beautiful and subtle, but also adds a spiritual and a 

physical connection to the owner’s favourite place.

It is perhaps indicative of the nature of the project as a 

whole, and the faith and trust the owner put in Lay, that he 

didn’t see the finished bedheads until the first time he 

stepped on board when the yacht was nearly finished. ‘We 

had a Dropbox (file hosting) account so he saw how things 

were coming together,’ Lay enthuses, ‘but even the yard 

was sceptical as the interior looked pretty boring until the 

lights and soft furnishings went in literally hours before the 

owner arrived. Only the designer has the grand vision…’

When the owner arrived at the yard in July 2013 it was 

the first time he had seen the yacht finished. ‘We went 

sailing,’ says Lay. ‘We put the kite up and had a nice sail; 

then we watched a squall roll up the coast, which hit the 

yard where they’d erected the marquees and blew them all 

away. We hit the end of the squall as we came back in, 

charging at full chat with two reefs – the owner was very 

happy, and was blown away with the boat as a whole.’

Carbon construction usually implies an element of 

weight consciousness, and much of the furniture and 

fittings are lightweight, with foam cores used throughout. 

However, Inukshuk has been designed as a safe family 

cruiser – evident in deck details such as the lack of a 

mainsheet track – rather than an out-and-out racer, which 

did give flexibility in the design and construction. The 

result, then, is a superb cruising yacht with outstanding 

sailing capability, combined with an esoteric and personal 

interior that inspires whether you know the derivation of 

the design or not. She creates a unique experience, a perfect 

example of the art of boatbuilding and the art of design. ‘We 

had so much creative freedom,’ Lay concludes, ‘as once the 

owner trusted us he let us get on with it. Naturally we kept 

him informed as he wanted to be involved remotely, made 

all the more easy by the passion of the entire design and 

build team and the unfolding story of his unique and very 

personal interior. It was a happy project 

with an inspirational owner, and Baltic 

Yachts did an amazing job.’

‘We had so much creative 
freedom,’ Lay says, ‘as once  

the owner trusted us he  
let us get on with it’

Each cabin is linked  
by colour to one of the 
owner’s favourite places 
(above); the tones of 
native plant species 
matched in the fabrics  
and their natural pigments 
used to colour the 
bedheads. The slightly 
rough-hewn feel is 
continued in the  
en suites (left)

More on

iPad
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inukshuk Baltic Yachts

LOA 32.64m
LWL 29.16m
Beam 7.43m
Draught 3.35m/4.85m
Displacement  
78.2 tonnes (lightship)
Gross tonnage  
111GT

Engine 
Cummins QSB5.9-355
Speed (max  
under engine) 
12.5 knots 
Range at 7 knots 
2,000nm
Generator  
Northern Lights 32kW

Mast and rigging 
Southern Spars, 
EC6 carbon
Sails 
Quantum
Fuel capacity 
4,000 litres
Freshwater capacity 
1,500 litres

Owner and guests 8/10
Crew 3/5
Tender 
1 x Flexboat
Construction 
Carbon fibre
Mast and rigging 
Southern Spars;  

EC6 Carbon

Classification 
DNV 1A1 LC R0 Yacht, 
commercial yacht code 
(MI-103)
Naval architecture 
Frers Naval Architecture 
& Engineering

Interior design 
Adam Lay Studio
Builder/year  
Baltic Yachts/2013 
Bosund, Finland 
t: +358 6 781 9200 
e: info@balticyachts.fi 
w: balticyachts.fi
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The upper saloon has a 
dining area to starboard and 
comfortable seating area to 
port  complete with faux granite 
boulders that double as occasional 
tables and footstools

The two crew cabins are tucked aft, 
separated from the guest twin cabins 
by the galley. One cabin doubles both as 
a captain’s cabin or as an additional, 
occasional fifth guest cabin with en 
suite wet room

Her sleek deck lines belie good space and headroom 
below, ensuring plenty of natural light and excellent 
views from the upper saloon area

Sailing controls are located ergonomically, 
while the lack of a mainsheet track 
emphasises the safe, family cruising intent 
of the yacht. Efficient hull lines, Carbon 
construction and careful weight planning 
ensure sprightly performance, however -  
a trademark of Baltic Yachts


